SUMMER 2012
FIRST TIME AT BEAR’S PAW:
HALF SQUARE TRIANGLE EXCHANGE - JOIN THE FUN! Come in and pick up some
“cinnamon sticks” to get on your way! Sticks are $3ea. See page 17.
Starts Sun., July 1

Ends Sunday, Sept. 2

TREE OF LIFE CLASS W/MARTY - #248 - Sat., Oct. 6 - 10 to 4

Class: $45

QUILT IN A DAY BRAID - Carol, Certified QIAD Teacher - Make the quilt and learn tips and tricks
from Eleanor Burns! See page 12.
#216 - Saturday, August 4 - 11 to 5 - Class Fee: $45
See page 18

JUDY NEIMEYER TRUNK SHOW - Andrea, Certified Judy Neimeyer Teacher. Look for several classes using the Neimeyer paper piecing method. See page 14.
#285 - Fri., Aug. 3 - 6 to 8 - Class Fee: $10
BOOK SIGNING - MIMI DIETRICH’S NEW BOOK - BALTIMORE BLOCKS FOR BEGINNERS
We are taking pre-orders at this time. Book due about 7/18. $19.95 See page 20.
#282 - Sun., Aug. 5 - 1 to 3 - FREE
.
HAND APPLIQUE WITH KATHY - Get ready for Mimi’s year long Baltimore Album class first Saturday of the month - starting in January 2013!
See page 20.
#290 - Sun., Aug. 12, 19 & 26 - 1 to 3 - Class Fee: $25

CIRCULAR PLACEMAT BAG was designed by our new teacher, Noreen. You’ll love her techniques and finishing touches. Look for the COSMO BAG and BAILEY ISLAND HOBO BAG with
Noreen coming up soon! See page 16.
#202 - Sat., Jul. 21 - 10 to 4 - Class Fee: $25

SOFTWARE BONANZA WITH BERNINA!
#189 - Tues & Wed., Sept. 11 & 12

10-5

See page 8.

Class Fee: $125
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NEW BERNINA MACHINE CLASSES
Please bring your manual, workbook, power
cord, foot control and the feet that came
with your machine. Class are FREE if purchased from BPF, otherwise $50 per class.

REMEMBER! YOU RECEIVE
15% OFF BERNINA ACCESSORIES DURING YOUR
NEW MACHINE CLASSES.

DO YOU OWN A BERNINA, CURRENT OR
OLDER MODEL? NEED A REFRESHER? JOIN
ONE OF OUR CLASSES!
830 SERIES MASTERY
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
NEW MACHINE 1 - BASIC OPERATION
ALL MACHINES EXCEPT BERNETTES, 1008, 820, 830
#180 - Wed., Jul. 25 - 6 to 8
Kit Fee: $15
*********

MASTERY 6&7 - 830 ONLY MACHINES
ENDLESS EMBROIDERY
MACHINE SUGGESTED
A kit fee may be necessary
#224 - Sun., Jul. 15 - 12 to 4

NEW MACHINE 2 - STITCH FUN
ALL MACHINES EXCEPT BERNETTES, 1008, 820, 830
#181 - Wed., Aug. 8 - 6 to 8
Kit Fee: $15
*********
NEW MACHINE 3 - EMBROIDERY MACHINE
BASICS
ALL ARTISTA’S 180, 200, 640, 730 AND BERNINA 580
#182 - Wed., Aug. 15 - 6 to 8
Kit Fee: $20
**********

NEW MACHINE 4 - CREATIVE OPTIONS
ALL ARTISTAS 180, 200, 640, 730 AND BERNINA 580
#183 - Wed., Aug. 22 - 6 to 8
Kit Fee: $15
***********

AURORA EMBROIDERY, SERGERS,
DECO & BERNETTE MACHINES
ARE HANDLED AS NEEDED.

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR SCHEDULING
410-321-6730
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SOFTWARE CLASSES

SOFTWARE BASIC MASTERY CLASSES 1 - 3
VERSION 6 - Spanky
The three basic mastery classes will allow you to get an overview of the software,
as well as, the features and functions in the Version 6 software. The exercises in
the Software Basic Mastery Book will be very helpful in order to get the most out of
your software. Classes are free if purchased from Bear’s Paw Fabrics, otherwise
they are $60 ea.
#226 - Thurs., Jul. 17 - 6 to 8 - Setup, Lettering, Monogramming
#227 - Thurs., Jul. 24 - 6 to 8 - Art Canvas Basics
#228 - Thurs., Jul. 31 - 6 to 8 - Editing a Design, Tools for Modifying a Design,
Digitizing - Auto and Manual

RECENT EMBROIDERY DESIGNS
Sepia Petals - OESD Crafter's Collection 82001

Retro Birds - OESD Crafter's Collection 21001

Sepia Petals features 43 elegant designs for machine
embroidery including 11 spectacular
BERNINA Jumbo Hoop designs. Designed for mixing and layering, this
collection is reminiscent of pen and
ink drawings of nineteenth century
naturalists. Dramatic free-standing
flowers and elements are ready for
creative play - combine and layer
single elements into new shapes such as a butterfly,
A
heart, fleur de lis or any design you can imagine!

Retro Birds feature 27 charming designs for machine embroidery. Influenced by pop art of the 1970s, our retro
birds with their whimsical array of plumage are ready to
adorn your creations from home décor
to quilts to baby gifts. All designed to
mix together for creative play - combine tails to make flowers or wreath to
create medallions. Or, even turn flowers into plumage . . . let your imagination run wild! BERNINA CutWork files
are included for the appliqué designs.

BERNINA Exclusive Collection.

A BERNINA Exclusive Collection.

SEE TREE OF LIFE QUILT COMING UP IN SEPTEMBER!

WE ARE TAKING A CLASS ON THIS DESIGN
@ BERNINA UNIVERSITY IN JULY!

CUTWORK MASTERY - Spanky
Traditional cutwork designs have never been easier to create. Combine the BERNINA CutWork Accessory with embroidery for truly
unique results. Learn the basics. Compatible with Artista 180, 185,
200, 630, 640, 730, Aurora 430, 440, 450, BERNINA 580, 830.
#195 - Sat., Jul. 14 - 9:30 to 12
#204 - Sat., Jul. 28 - 9:30 to 12
Free if purchased from Bear’s Paw, otherwise $60
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MACHINE EMBROIDERY PROJECTS - ALL BRANDS
LATTE DESIGNS BY KERRY HAY

This is the class where you’ll learn from Spanky tips and techniques to create the beautiful LATTE quilt by Kerry Hay. This quilt is certain to become a
family heirloom. But, any size project can turn into an a favorite . You will be
guided through the unique embroidery and decorative stitch process used to
create this masterpiece quilt or any smaller incredible project . The Latte
book required for the class contains an all machine format CD with all
designs used. Some classes will be hands on and others will be lecture
demo. Your project will determine number of classes or you may continue
taking classes to learn valuable placement exercises. Join us, we’re having fun and learning a lot!

#230 - Thurs., Jul. 26 - 10 to 1
#229 - Thurs., Aug. 9 - 10 to 1
#231 - Thurs., Sept. 26 - 10 to 1

Class Fee: $25/class

JAZZILICIOUS
LET’S MAKE A WALL HANGING, TABLE TOPPER, BED RUNNER OR PILLOW!

Sarah Vedeler is one of the most talented and prolific embroidery designers. As with other designs, she has created
AccuQuilt dies to help you get the most perfect shapes for embroidered applique. What is AccuQuilt? What is the best way to hoop? What stabilizer?
Cotton or Silk? What about placement? Let Cheryl K. show you the way to
success. Embroidery can be easy and stress-free. Come on, put on your
big girl pants, grab that embroidery machine, come on over and see us and
let’s make something new for your home and maybe a gift or two!
#220 - Thurs., Jul. 19 & 26 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $25
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MACHINE EMBROIDERY PROJECTS - ALL BRANDS

BOTANICAL GARDEN

MAKE THE QUILT, TABLE/BED RUNNER OR FRAMED PICTURE….

YOUR CHOICE!

When you take a class from BPF, you know all the bugs have been worked out AND Spanky will tell why and how
it was changed! We will make kits dependant on your project from featured linens, but you are welcomed to use
fabrics of your choice!
Spanky has completed a (teaching) table runner. You'll learn all the do's and dont's when using linen and stabilizers. Once you get the embroidery stitched out the way you want, it will just be a matter of completing the desired
number of blocks.
This class will be hands-on so you can experience perfect hooping. Your job, will be to complete the embroideries
at home and we will get together in August to work on finishing your project.

#196 - Sat., Jul. 14 - 1 to 4:30
#293 - Sun., Aug 26 12 to 4

Class Fee: $25
Class Fee: $25 (FINISHING CLASS)

KITS WILL BE AVAILABLE.
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MACHINE EMBROIDERY PROJECTS - ALL BRANDS
SEPHIA TREE OF LIFE
DO YOU WANT THE QUILT, EMBELLISHED JACKET,
TABLE TOPPER, WALL HANGING?

PICK ONE!

Created by a fellow Bernina Dealer, this is a gorgeous depiction of The Tree Of Life surrounded by Hearts, Fleur-de
-lis and Butterflies! A beautiful quilt to add to your collection or make as a wedding gift! Use your imagination in
choosing colors to suit your own personal style!
This quilt was made using OESD's Sepia Petals Design #82001 and the Bernina 830 with jumbo hoop. Finishes
about 64" square. You CAN stitch this out on other embroidery machines and adjust for the size of your
hoop. YOU CAN NOT SPLIT OR MULTI HOOP THESE DESIGNS. A smaller version of the quilt uses a standard
5"x7" hoop and finishes about 46" square. Instructions for both in pattern.
Cheryl K. will conduct a lecture with regard to embroidery "how-to's". Questions are encouraged. We’ll get together
in October to work on finishing. You have to see this in person to appreciate the color!
#211 - Sat., Sept. 8 - 10 to 12
#291 - Sun., Oct. 7 - 12 to 4

Lecture/Demo Class Fee: $10
Class Fee: $20 (FINISHING CLASS)

KITS WILL BE AVAILABLE.
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SOFTWARE SAMPLER & EMBROIDERY CLASSES cont
SOFTWARE SAMPLER - Spanky
We are changing the format due to the popularity of hands-on. If you want to walk through the exercises with your
computer, please bring it with you. This class can also be taken as a lecture only. This is the best format for learning
your embroidery software one step at a time! Highly recommended.

NO CLASS FOR JULY

MIX IT UP WITH MIXED MEDIA - Learn to create beautiful line work to expand your design possibilities. Combine
paint colors with your stitching. Turn Zentangle doodles into spectacular embroidery. Explore a variety of Mixed
Media options and create a mixed media Sidekick Sling Bag or Alice Book Bag.
#205 - Sat., Aug. 25 - 10:30 to 12

Class Fee: $10 includes CD

EMBROIDER ON PHOTOGRAPHS - Use transfer Photo techniques to transfer your photos to fabric and use your
software to create breathtaking embellished “photo appliqué.” Explore collage techniques, and use Corel PhotoPaint to apply photo effects. Then appliqué and create embroidered texture on your transferred photo.
#206 - Sat., Sept. 29 - 10:30 to 12

Class Fee: $10 includes CD

OPEN TO ALL BRANDS - We would love to have you join us!

DECK THE HALL BANNER - This was a Software Sampler in November 2011 and a little late for
most people to create for the holidays. You can use the Cutwork tool, BERNINA software and/or
AccuQuilt for the words and snowflakes. Join Spanky as she takes you through this spectacular
journey with embroidered applique! Maybe you haven’t explored the world of embroidery yet. This
can be made with a standard sewing machine. Please advise if you are interested in the silk kit.
#222 - Sat., Aug. 25 - 1 to 4

Class Fee: $20

GO! BLOOM - You will become very familiar with positioning and multi-hooping while you
embroider this stunning wall hanging. Again, AccuQuilt can be used for the applique
pieces. If Sarah Vedeler’s name on a project, Cheryl K. will make it. Join her for a full
day of fun and learning.
#223 - Sat., Aug. 11 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $25

DON’T KNOW MUCH ABOUT ACCUQUILT, JUST ASK US! WE LOVE IT!
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Join us for a….

Software Bonanza!
A 2 day, hands-on Software event with Bernina educators
Elaine Cibelli and Elva Mungai
The Software Bonanza is a hands-on skill builder class for beginner and intermediate
users of the Bernina Embroidery Software V6 Designer Plus level. It will be a good time
to learn new skills and brush up on current ones, to meet and make new friends who
enjoy software and embroidery, and to spend two days exploring the V6 software.
Leave the event with a CD including the software lessons for you to review at your
leisure. We’ll also provide you with delicious morning and afternoon snacks, along with
lunch!
Don’t own V6 Designer Plus? Take it for a test drive during this class! Be sure to call
the Store (410-321-6730) ASAP to secure your spot!
Remember, Bernina Embroidery Software is compatible with most brand embroidery
systems!
#189 - Tues. and Wed., Sept. 11 & 12 - 10 to 5
Class Fee: $125
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BLOCKS OF THE MONTH
FOREVER SPRING
Using Nancy Havorsen's FOREVER SPRING collection, Diane Nagle created a 66" x 78" quilt. Sandy stitched this
treasure and will be running the program for you. Colors are pretty and a pleasure to work with. Sandy selected
hand applique, but if machine applique is your thing, it will be just as beautiful.
She will conduct a lecture/demo most months. Show n Tell is encouraged and will be rewarded. This is a great way
to keep you on-your-toes and up-to-date! When applique is covered, the class will be hands-on and you will be notified in advance that additional time will be added to the monthly class.

Sign up fee: $25.
Monthly kit and class fee: $21
Kit includes all fabric to complete front of quilt
plus binding.

#235 - Wed., Jul. 25 - 1 to 3 INTRODUCTION
& FIRST CLASS

#236 - Wed. Jul. 25 - 6 to 8

INTRODUCTION
& FIRST CLASS

#237 - Wed., Aug. 22 - 1 to 2
#238 - Wed., Aug. 22 - 6 to 7
#239 - Wed., Sept. 26 - 1 to 2
#240 - Wed., Sept. 26 - 6 to 7
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BLOCKS OF THE MONTH cont
BLESSINGS OF SUMMER
This cheerful quilt was designed by Shabby Fabrics, and celebrates all the joys of warm summer days with twirling pinwheels, a wagon full of daisies, yummy ice cream cones and so much more. Tiny wooden clothes pins secure miniature
quilts to the clothesline for added fun! The finished quilt measures 55" x 65".
During this 10-Month Block-of-the-Month Program with Cheryl K. and Lisa, you will receive the patterns and the fabrics
needed to complete the quilt top including borders and binding. An embellishment kit is sold separately.
The picture shown is not our completed quilt. Ours is in process and we can’t wait to finish it!

Is the suspense killing you??

Sign up Fee: $25
Monthly Kit and Class Fee: $25
(incl. quilt top and binding)
Embellishment Kit - $28

#269 - Fri., Sept. 21 - 6 to 8 - #1 EVENING INTRO
#270 - Fri., Sept. 21 - 1 to 3 - #1 AFTER. INTRO
#271 - Fri., Oct. 19 - 6 to 7 - #2 EVENING
#272 - Fri., Oct. 19 - 1 to 2 - #2 AFTERNOON
#273 - Fri., Nov. 16 - 6 to 7 - #3 EVENING
#274 - Fri., Nov. 16 - 1 to 2 - #3 AFTERNOON
#275 - Fri., Dec. 14 - 6 to 7 - #4 EVENING
#276 - Fri., Dec. 14 - 1 to 2 - #4 AFTERNOON
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BLOCKS OF THE MONTH cont
STITCHER’S GARDEN 2
The ladies who took STITCHER’S GARDEN 1 last year, loved learning all
about their sewing machine and the many stitches. And, we are happy
to offer STITCHER’S GARDEN 2 where you will be working with pintucking, twin and wing needles, bobbinwork, twisted floss, couching,
fringing, circular embroidery attachment, ruffling, rolled hems, binding and sew much more!
Get together with Spanky and Kate using all of those wonderful stitches
you paid for when purchasing your machine. We bet you’ll never look at
them the same way again! Think of all the new uses for them at the
end of the series! Last year’s students will be showing their quilts.
MEET STITCHER’S GARDEN 2

#213 - Sun., Aug. 19 - 1 to 3 - INTRODUCTION ONLY - FREE
#214 - Wed., Aug. 22 - 10 to 12 - INTRODUCTION ONLY - FREE
LET’S BEGIN

Sign up Fee: $25
Monthly Kit and Class Fee: $25
#260 - Sun., Sept. 16 - 1 to 3 - #1 SUNDAY
#261 - Wed., Sept. 19 - 10 to 12 - #1 MORNING

ARTS & CRAFTS
If you’re interested in applique, this is for you! Michele Hill
has designed Morris Meadows, her second fabric collection
for IN THE BEGINNING FABRICS, inspired by William
Morris Size: 60 1/2” x 72 1/2”

Class started in February and will run for 9 months plus a
finishing class.

#277 - Sat., Jul. 7 - 10 to 11
#278 - Sat., Aug. 4 - 10 to 11
#279 - Sat., Sept., 1 - 10 to 11
The cost is $20/month (includes finishing fabrics and class)
Kits will be available for sale Sept. 1
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MACHINE PIECING & QUILTING
MACHINE QUILTING 101 - ADVANCED BEGINNER AND ABOVE - Erin - Learn
the tricks to successful machine quilting. Enjoy testing out new ways to meander all
over your quilt. Practice border patterns and sashing ideas plus lots of fillers for all
that white space!!! This is always a popular class, so sign up quickly!
#188 - Sun., Sept. 30 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $50

Highly recommended - get tips on machine quilting from a pro!

CHUNKY QUARTERS - BEGINNER FRIENDLY - Scrappy, fast and easy.
You’ll love to make this fat quarter lap quilt! Kate will work with you making a super
easy, quick-and-dirty lap-sized quilt from “chunks” of your favorite fat quarters.
Choose fabrics you can’t bear to cut into small pieces, and you’ll be wrapped up in
your very own cozy quilt in no time flat!
#198 - Fri., Aug. 3, 10 & 17 - 10 to 12
#199 - Thurs., Jul. 12, 19 & 26 - 6 to 8

Class Fee: $30
Class Fee: $30

IRON CADDY - Cheryl T. made this popular, and adorable iron tote allowing you to pack up
your hot iron and go - no waiting for it to cool, no wrestling with dangling cords. Two buttons
open quickly to a 19 1/2" x 25 1/2" pressing pad. The Caddy Pad pattern comes with silver
heat resistant fabric, enough to make one pad. Bear's Paw carries replacement heat resistant fabric and Insul-Brite for you to make several for your quilting friends.
#198 - Wed., Jul. 18 - 6 to 8:30
#212 - Mon., Jul. 23 - 10 to 1

Class Fee: $15
Class Fee: $15

QUILT IN A DAY BRAID - Carol Gibson- Weik - We welcome Carol who is a Certified Eleanor Burns Teacher! Braid in a Day combines traditional designs and modern colors in
this beautiful new pattern. Braids are fun and easy using pre-cut 2 ½'” strips or cutting your
own 2 ½” strips of fabric from your own stash. One Jelly Roll, Tonga Treat, Bali Pop or our
own Bear Jellies will be enough to make the Braids for sizes ranging from Crib to King size
quilts.
This pattern contains no "set-in seams" and allows you to sew your quilt right away! “Braid
in a Day” is guaranteed to sew up beautifully and catch any quilter's eye! During the class
time, Carol will also be sharing some of Eleanor Burns favorite ‘tips and techniques’ that
make quilting fun, accurate, and amazingly easy!
#216 - Sat., Aug. 4 - 11 to 5

Class Fee: $50
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cont

THIRD FRIDAYS WITH MARTY - This class is an on-going series of quilt projects. Some projects take only one
month to complete, while others may take several months. Watch for the announcements of the upcoming topics.
Take only the projects that are of interest to you. The overall goal of these classes is to improve your quilting skills
and foster your inner creative self. Marty encourages discussion that explores visual impact of various quilting applications and applauds individuality in color and design.

HUGS & KISSES - This quilt uses 2 1/2" strips. The diamonds almost meet up but never
quite do, which makes the X's and O's star crossed. So the designer picked the name...
Hugs & Kisses... "The star crossed lovers quilt."
#247 - Fri., Jul. 20 - 10 to 1

Class Fee: $21

STRING BEAN QUILT - The elongated shape of the Shoofly block is a fresh, modern take on an old
favorite. Lots of fun so join Pat C and put together this refreshing project! Finishes 52" x 62"
#219 - Tues., Jul. 17, 24 & 31 - 6 to 8

Class Fee: $25

NARROW QUILT - Modern Quilt Relish has the greatest pattern for a long narrow quilt or table runner.
At the time of this printing, Cheryl K’s. sample, which is made with orientals was on the quilt frame!
Picture will be replaced as soon as it is ready. Very simple piecing and a beautiful runner!
#288 - Wed., Sept. 19 - 6 to 8:30

Class Fee: $15

FANTASTIC CIRCLES - Erin - A spinning, swirling array of fabrics! Make the colors flow
around the quilt using my new Creative Grids 15-Degree Triangle ruler. And no curved piecing
needed! Size 88” x 88”.
#187 - Sun., Sept. 23 & Oct. 14 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $50

UNEVEN FANS - Erin - It’s Fan-tastic Fun filling up the whole block with fan blades. Some
are long. Some are short. Some are just right! All are created using one ruler - my new
Creative Grids 15-Degree Triangle Ruler. You can choose the quilt for the runner as your
project.
#184 - Sun., Jul. 22 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $25
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JUDY NIEMEYER TECHNIQUES
JUDY NIEMEYER TRUNK SHOW - “Ever wonder what quilt paper piecing is; or how do the quilters get those
“beautiful star quilts”? Ever wished you could do that – when you think you can only just sew a straight seam! Well,
Guess What? You can. On August 3, 2013 - Andrea Schnur (A Certified Judy Niemeyer Instructor in the MidAtlantic Area) - will be at Bear’s Paw to show you some of the quilts that can be made by simple paper piecing, and
sewing a straight seam! Come over and see the beautiful Glacier Star, the Prairie Star, Bali Wedding Ring - and
this is not your grandmothers quilt!; Thistle Pods; Autumn Splendor - there will also be smaller quilts,i.e., bed and
table runners.
Come see the brand new patterns coming out, and an exclusive to Bear’s Paw Only – there will be a showing of the
new 2013 Technique of the Month Quilt called the Mariner’s Star. Hope to see you there!
#285 - Fri., Aug. 3 - 6 to 8

Class Fee: $10

CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRT/QUILT INTRO - #286 - Thurs., Aug. 9 - 6 to 8 - Scissors and notepad - FREE
CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRT/QUILT RETREAT - This class is designed for the
confident beginner – previous paper piecing is useful but not necessary. Here
is your opportunity to create a beautiful family heirloom to share amongst your
holiday celebrations. This pattern is so diverse that you can use the tree skirt
as a decorative table topper also. Judy Niemeyer has designed all her quilts
with a simplified and organized process that allows you to feel confident in
learning all of her techniques. The Celebration Tree Skirt/Quilt demonstrates
a lot of techniques that Judy Niemeyer uses throughout her other quilt patterns. Techniques covered: Feathered Star, Flying Geese, Curved Paper
Piecing, Points, Modified “Y” Seams
#287 - Fri. - Sun., Aug. 31, Sept. 1 & 2 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $125

SEASONAL TABLE/BED RUNNER INTRO - #288 - Fri., Oct. 5 - 6 to 8 - Scissors and notepad - FREE

SEASONAL TABLE/BED RUNNER - Learn paper piecing techniques the easy way. The Seasonal Table Runner is
a good confident beginner class that will help you become comfortable with learning basic paper piecing techniques
that will in turn give you confidence to work on other Judy Niemeyer paper piecing quilts. Judy Niemeyer has designed a process that teaches the basic sewer an easier and faster way to do paper
piecing – in turn has changed “people who use to avoid paper piecing” into addicted followers. The introduction of compass star and flying geese are used throughout all of
Judy Niemeyer Patterns. Techniques covered: Compass Star Spikes, Flying Geese,
Curved Paper Piecing.
#289 - Sat. & Sun., Oct. 20 & 21 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $85
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION

FIT FOR ART PATTERNS
ADVANCED TABULA RASA JACKETS
Move your jacket to the next level in this two day class that will build on the knowledge you
gained in the basic Tabula Rasa Jacket class (a prerequisite). Begin working on a quilted
jacket, collage jacket, machine embroidered jacket, vest or other Tabula Rasa Jacket variation.
Try out the new Sleeve and Cuff Pattern for the Tabula
Rasa Jacket for a new look. Rae and Carrie will guide
you as you choose fabrics, inner supports, trims, embellishments and closures. Learn to make more advanced
pattern design changes, pressing techniques, sketches,
and linings as artful as your jackets.

#294 - Sat. & Sun., Sept. 8 & 9 - 9 to 4
CLASS FEE: $175

The "Take-me-out-for-Chinese" Jacket features the new Bell
cuff which softly flares below the elbow on a ¾-length
sleeve. This sleeve and cuff will be available later this summer in the first set of variations for the Tabula Rasa Jacket.
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BAGS

CIRCULAR PLACEMAT BAG - Noreen designed this bag using two circular placemats, a gusset,
lining and pockets. Simple to make and oh so cute!
#202 - Sat., Jul. 21 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $25

THE COSMO BAG - A large button keynotes this wonderfully roomy and super-easyto-make bag for today’s runabout. Two styles—a shoulder bag and a handbag - let
you create a unique version for different uses. It’s a lot of bang (and bag) for the
buck!
#203 - Sun., Jul. 29 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $25

BAILEY ISLAND HOBO BAG - Comfortable and easy just like an island vacation. Got lots of
leftover batting! How about 2 1/2” fabric strips? The practical and sweet hobo style bags can
surely use them up! Large: 16x15x6 Small: 11x9x3.
#210 - Sun., Aug. 12 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $25

PIECING & QUILTING cont

DRESDEN TREE SKIRT OR TABLE TOPPER - Erin has created this quilt as you go tree
skirt, once again using her NEW Creative Grid Ruler! Join her and get ready for the holidays!
#183 - Sat., Aug. 18 - 10 to 4

Class Fee: $25

UFO NIGHT WITH SANDY - Bring a project you just can’t seem to get finished. Relax and sew without the kids, the
phone or the husband! (Was previously scheduled for July 9, but due to BERNINA University has been changed to
July 16th.)
#194 - Mon., July 16 - 5 to 8:30

Class Fee: $10
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TRIANGLE EXCHANGE
BEAR’S PAW TRIANGLE EXCHANGE 2012
Do scrappy quilts intrigue you? Does the idea of assembling a large quantity of different fabrics confuse you?
Sometimes you just feel you can’t pull it all together? Want something simple to work on over the summer? Do you
love the look of Adyta Sitar’s Laundry Basket Quilts? Well, Bear’s Paw has just what you need!
Here’s how the Triangle Exchange works:
1. Purchase a Cinnamon Stick from Bear’s Paw Fabrics ($3.00 each). Your next question is probably: “What is a
Cinnamon Stick?” Well, let me tell you - It’s a roll of 2 different fabrics – a LIGHT and a DARK – rolled together with
a piece of Laundry Basket Triangle Paper which is printed with stitching lines for 28 half-square triangles. Our
palette is FALL COLORS.
2. Take the Cinnamon Stick(s) home; sew on the stitching lines as indicated on the Triangle Paper, with an open
toe or ¼” foot. BUT DO NOT CUT APART.
3. Leaving the paper attached, and without pressing them open, bring the completed triangle paper in to BEAR’S
PAW FABRICS – any time between Sunday, July 2, 2012 and the last day of the Exchange, Sunday, September 2,
2012.
4. BEAR’S PAW will keep track of how many triangles you return to us, cut them and sort them into separate containers where they’ll get mixed up with all the other triangles returned.
5. At the end of the Exchange, we’ll present you with a bag including the same number of triangles you returned to
us, cut, but in a truly scrappy assortment!
6. Need suggestions for using half-square triangles? Check out the FRIENDSHIP TRIANGLE or SCRAPPY FIREWORKS by Laundry Basket Quilts. We will also be recommending patterns using the same size triangles.
7. SAVE THE DATE: Saturday, September 15, 2012 at 9am – come help mix up and count out the triangles. Join
us for coffee and morning treats. If you cannot attend, we will also be counting out your triangles for you to pick up
at your leisure after September 18, 2012.8. If you wish to participate and you do not live in our area, please call the
store to purchase desired amounts of Cinnamon Sticks. Return them to us prior to August 30, 2012 with $4.99 for
return shipping.
We will be posting more details about this Exchange after we launch the program on June 30.
Rules for the Exchange can be found on our website!

Marty will be conducting a Tree of Life Wall Quilt class using
the triangles from FRIENDSHIP TRIANGLES in October.
#248 - TREE OF LIFE - Sat., Oct. 6 - 10 to 4
Class Fee: $45

JULY 2012

SUN
1

MON
2

TUE
3

WED
4

THU

FRI

5

6

7
#277 Arts&Crafts
10-11

12

13

14

CLOSED

TRIANGLE
EXCHANGE
STARTS

SAT

SEE PAGE 17

8

9

10

11

#195 Cutwork 1
930-12
#196 Botanical
1-430
#199 ChunkQtrs 1
6-8

BERNINA UNIVERSITY
15

16

#224 8NM7 12-4

17

18

#226 SWM1 6-8

#248 Contour
Bowls DEMO
10-11

#219 Beans 1 6-8

19

20

21

#247 Hugs 10-1

#202 Circular
Placemat Bag
10-4

27

28

#220-Jazz 1 6-8
#199 ChunkQtrs 2
6-8
22

23

24

25

#184 Fans 10-4

#212 Iron Caddy
10-1

#227 SWM2 6-8

#235 ForeverSprg
1-3 Intro BOM

29
#203 CosmoBag
10-4

30

#219 Beans 2 6-8

31
#228 SWM3 6-8
#219 Beans 3 6-8

26

#204 Cutwork 2
930-12

#236 ForeverSprg
6-8 Intro BOM

#220-Jazz 2 6-8

#180 NM1 6-8

#19 ChunkQtrs 3
6-8

#209 Contour
Bowls 10--11

AUGUST 2012

SUN

MON

TUE

WED
1

THU
2

FRI

SAT

3

4

#198 ChunkyQtrs 1
10-12

#278 Arts&Crafts
10-11
#216 Braid 11 to 5

#285 Neimeyer
Trunk Show 6-8

5

6

7

8

#282 Mimi Dietrich
Book Signing 1-3
#181 NM2 6-8

12

13

14

#210 BaileyHobo
10-4

15

9

#286 TreeSkirt/
Topper Intro 6-8

16

#200 Hexagons 1
10-12

10

11

#198 ChunkyQtrs 2
10-12

#223 Bloom 1-4

17

18

#198 ChunkyQtrs 3
10-12

Capacino
Neimeyer

24

25

#290 Hand App 2
1-3
#182 NM3 6-8
19

20

21

22

23

#213 MEET
STITCHERS
GARDEN INTRO
1-3

#214 MeetStitchers
Garden Intro 10-12

#185 RiseNShine
Erin 9-1015

#237 ForeverSprg 1-2

#205 SS 1030-12

#290 Hand App 2
1-3

#183 NM4 6-8

26
#293 Botanical
12-4 FINISHING
#290 Hand App 3
1-3

#238 ForeverSprg 6-7

28

29
#200 Hexagons 2
10-12

#222 DeckHalls 1-4

30

31

1 & 2 Sept.

#287 TreeSkirt/
Topper Retreat
10-4

#287 TreeSkirt/
Topper Retreat
10-4

BEAR’S PAW FABRICS
PAWPRINTS - SUMMER 2012 CLASSES
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MACHINE PIECING & QUILTING cont
HEXAGONS ON THE GO - Whether you’re heading pool side or touring the world, you’ll need a
small handwork project to take along! English paper-piecing like these hexagons are the perfect
“go and sew” project. Tuck 36 fabric hexagons, 36 paper hexagons, a needle, some thread and a
pair of scissors in a little zip bag and you’re ready to hit the road! Traveling far? Take extra
scraps – hexagons will a soothing pastime wherever you go! Join Kate and see how many ways
they can be used!
#200 - Wed., Aug. 15 & 29 - 10 to 12

Class Fee: $15

CONTOUR BOWLS - LECTURE/DEMO - Combine your scraps, threads, and imagination to create
a bowl inspired by nature. Join Pat C. and watch a fabric bowl take on a new shape. PERFECT
FOR GIFTS!
#209 - Sat., Jul. 28 - 10 to 11

CLASS FEE: FREE

#248 - Wed., Jul. 18 - 10 to 11

CLASS FEE: FREE

HAND APPLIQUE
BOOK SIGNING - MIMI DIETRICH’S NEW BOOK - BALTIMORE BLOCKS FOR BEGINNERS
We are taking pre-orders at this time. Book due at store about 7/18. $19.95
#282 - Sun., Aug. 5 - 1 to 3 - FREE
HAND APPLIQUE WITH KATHY - Learn several applique techniques using some of Mimi’s blocks.
Get ready for Mimi’s year long Baltimore Album class - first Saturday of the month - starting
in January 2013! (only 15 students to class)
#290 - Sun., Aug. 12, 19 & 26 - 1 to 3 - Class Fee: $25

#295 - BALTIMORE ALBUM BLOCK OF THE MONTH - SAT., JAN. 5, 2013 - Class Fee: $250
OPEN TO 15 STUDENTS ONLY

RISE N SHINE
NO JULY PROGRAM
#185 - Erin Underwood and her new CREATIVE GRID RULER - Sat., Aug. 25 - 9 to 10:15
#234 - Kate - CREATIVE GRID RULER - Sat., Sept. 29 - 9 to 10:15
REFRESHMENTS - DRAWING

BEAR’S PAW FABRICS
8812 Orchard Tree Lane ~ Towson, MD 21286
410-321-6730
www.bearspawfabrics.com

